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Practical Exercises – detailed explanation 
 

1. Overview 
In this practical exercise we are going to amend some of the parameters in the tax policies and then 
assess the effects of the changes on anticipated government tax revenues as well as poverty and 
inequality measures. There are two separate parts to this practical exercise: 

- In the ‘Labour income tax’ policy, with a focus on the year 2020, increase the tax rate for tax 
band 5 (‘Tax schedule, rate 5’) from 25% to 27%; increase the tax rate for tax band 6 (‘Tax 
schedule, rate 6’) from 30% to 33%; and increase the tax rate for tax band 7 (‘Tax schedule, 
rate 7’) from 35% to 40%. How much extra tax revenue does this generate in 2020? What are 
the poverty and inequality measures under this reform scenario for 2020, and how do they 
compare with the equivalent figures from the standard 2020 system? 

- In the ‘Value Added Tax’ policy, again with a focus on the year 2020, reduce the two VAT rates 
from 5% to 4%, and from 10% to 8%. For this task, we wish to examine the combined effects 
of the previous reform (to labour income tax) and this current reform to VAT. How much 
indirect tax revenue would be lost under these combined reform conditions in 2020 compared 
to the standard 2020 system? What are the poverty and inequality measures under this 
combined reform scenario for 2020, and how do they compare with the equivalent figures 
from the standard 2020? 

2. Initial preparation steps 
We start by making a copy of the entire folder containing VNMOD v3.3 and calling it VNMOD 
v3.3_taxreform. We will use VNMOD v3.3_taxreform as the base model for this particular training 
exercise. Note that this ‘training model’ contains all system years from 2013-2022 inclusive (Figure 1).  

For the purpose of this practical exercise, we will focus only on the 2020 system. To make it easier to 
navigate around the user interface, we can therefore move other systems into the ‘Hidden Systems 
Box’. Performing this preparatory step means we will have space on the screen to focus on the existing 
2020 system and the new reform scenarios we are going to implement. To move the earlier systems 
into the ‘Hidden Systems Box’, first right-click on the 2020 system header to bring up the menu list, 
then hover over the option to ‘Move To Hidden Systems Box’, and then choose ‘All systems but 
selected’. This will just leave just the 2020 system visible. (Note that the hidden systems are still within 
the model, they are simply hidden from view.) Figure 2 shows the user interface once the earlier 
systems have been hidden. We can also now increase the width of the 2020 system so we can more 
easily see the contents.  
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Figure 1. The full ‘training model’ 

 

Figure 2. The model interface after hidden other systems 
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Task 1: In the ‘Labour income tax’ policy, increase the rates of selected tax bands 
for the 2020 year. 

Our first task requires us to increase the tax rates for certain tax bands in the ‘labour income tax’ 
policy. We will add a new reform scenario to the model to implement this change. 

We begin by adding a new system to the model. As our reform scenario will focus on the effects of 
changing the tax rate in 2020, we will base our new reform scenario on the existing 2020 system 
(VN_2020). 

To add a new 2020 reform scenario, we will copy the existing 2020 system and give the new reform 
scenario a suitable name. We right-click on the header for the existing 2020 system and we select 
‘Copy/Paste System’ and name this new system VN_2020_reform01. Figure 3 shows the user interface 
having added our new reform scenario. 

Figure 3. User interface showing original 2020 system and new 2020 reform system 

 

We are now navigate to the labour income tax policy (tinna_vn) on the spine, and review the way that 
this policy is modelled (i.e. which functions and parameters are used). 

It becomes evident, when reviewing the contents of this policy, that the tax schedule is implemented 
using a SchedCalc function (item 17.11 on the spine), but that the numeric values referenced in the 
SchedCalc are denoted through the use of constants. The DefConst function containing the income 
tax income thresholds and rates is located at position 17.1 on the spine. 
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For this exercise, we need to increase the tax rate for tax band 5 (‘Tax schedule, rate 5’) from 25% to 
27%; increase the tax rate for tax band 6 (‘Tax schedule, rate 6’) from 30% to 33%; and increase the 
tax rate for tax band 7 (‘Tax schedule, rate 7’) from 35% to 40%. We then need to assess how much 
extra tax revenue this would generate in the 2020 calendar year. We also need to assess the effect on 
poverty and inequality for the 2020 year. 

Figure 4 shows the configuration of the DefConst function once the edits have been made under the 
VN_2020_reform01 system. 

Figure 4. Reform applied to tax rates in labour income tax policy 

 

Once we have implemented this change we can again run the model, in the same way as we did before 
in some previous tasks. Once the system has successfully run, we need to use the Statistics Presenter 
to generate the output. We wish to computer poverty and inequality measures on an income-basis 
(standard, not post-fiscal). The output from the Statistics Presenter is shown in Figure 5 (government 
revenue from taxes and expenditure on benefits), Figure 6 (poverty measures) and Figure 7 (inequality 
measures). 
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Figure 5. Statistics Presenter output on government revenue and expenditure

 

Figure 6. Statistics Presenter output on poverty levels 

 

As can be seen from Figure 6, increasing the tax rates of the specified tax bands in the labour income 
tax policy would have resulted in no change in the poverty rate during the 2020 calendar year. 
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Figure 7. Statistics Presenter output on inequality 

 

As can be seen from Figure 7, increasing the tax rates of the specified tax bands in the labour income 
tax policy would have resulted in a very small reduction (-0.0001) in the Gini coefficient, from 0.3591 
in VN_2020 to 0.3590 in VN_2020_reform01 
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Task 2: In the ‘VAT’ policy, decrease the tax rates from 5% to 4%, and from 10% to 
8%, for the 2020 year. 

Our second task requires us to lower the two tax rates in the VAT policy. We will add a new reform 
scenario to the model to implement this change. We will call our new system VN_2020_reform02. 

We begin by adding a new system to the model. This time, we wish to examine whether the additional 
tax revenue generated in Task 1 above (i.e. increasing the labour income tax rates) can be used to 
facilitate a reduction in VAT rates. Therefore, this time, we will base our new reform scenario on the 
previous 2020 reform system, VN_2020_reform01. 

To add a new 2020 reform scenario, we will copy the existing VN_2020_reform01 system and give the 
new reform scenario the new name, VN_2020_reform02. Figure 20 shows the user interface having 
added our new reform scenario. 

Figure 8. User interface showing original 2020 system, previous 2020 reform system, and new 
2020 reform system 

 

We now navigate to the VAT policy on the spine, and review the way that this policy is modelled (i.e. 
which functions and parameters are used). 

We see there are four functions within the VAT policy (tva_vn), consisting of an DefIl (i.e. define 
income list) and ArithOp (i.e. arithmetic operator) for each of the two VAT rates, 5% and 10%. 
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We see that the DefIl function for the 5% VAT rate lists all the separate expenditure items (using their 
COICOP codes) and indicates that an item is subject to the 5% VAT rate using a ‘plus’ (+) sign. 

Those items that are not subject to the 5% VAT rate are denoted by ‘not applicable’ (n/a). Using an 
income list here essentially adds up (sums) the household’s expenditures across all items that are VAT-
able at the 5% rate, and saves this aggregated household expenditure value in a variable called 
il_vat01. In the accompanying ArithOp for the 5% VAT items, we see that the household’s aggregate 
expenditure on 5% VAT-able items is then multiplied by the constant $vat_r1. This constant is not 
defined within the VAT policy, but rather we find it in the Constants policy towards the top of the user 
interface (line 10). 

In order to implement the first part of this task, we need to find the constant $vat_r1 in the Constants 
policy, and change it from 0.05 to 0.04. Remember to only change the value in the VN_2020_reform02 
system. 

We then need to consider the 10% VAT rate. We should again review the contents of the VAT policy, 
to see that there are again two functions relating to this VAT rate: a DefIl function and an ArithOp 
function. This time the income list sums the expenditures on items that are subject to the 10% VAT 
rate, and saves this aggregate income for each household. The ArithOp then multiples this by the 
relevant constant, which is also placed within the Constants policy. We need to change the value of 
this constant from 0.10 to 0.08, thereby reducing the VAT rate from 10% to 8%. 

Figure 9. User interface showing changes in the two VAT rates 

 

We can then run the model to simulate the output of VN_2020_reform02 system. Once the model 
has successfully run through to completion, we can use the Statistics Presenter.  
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Figure 10. Statistics Presenter output on government revenue and expenditure 

 

 

Figure 11. Statistics Presenter output on poverty 
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As can be seen from Figure 11, the adjustment of VAT and increasing the tax rates of the specified 
tax bands in the labour income tax policy would have resulted in no change in the poverty rate 
during the 2020 calendar year 

Figure 12. Statistics Presenter output on inequality 

 

Such reforms would have resulted in a very small reduction (-0.0001) in the Gini coefficient, from 
0.3591 in VN_2020 to 0.3590 in VN_2020_reform02 
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